Date:

June 9, 2017

To:

Interested Person

From:

Rodney Jennings, Land Use Services
503-823-5088 / Rodney.Jennings@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
mailed copy of this document is only a summary of the decision.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition then
scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the decision, you
can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 17-108673 AD
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Karen Kline, Mcclellan Architects
3309 Wallingford Ave N | Seattle WA, 98103

Owners:

Valerie Sera and Brett Sheppard
6120 SW Tower Way | Portland, OR 97221-3338
David Simon,
408 Cascade Ave #855 | Hood River, OR 97031

Site Address:

Lot between 3226 and 3232 SW Fairmount Blvd

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:

LOT 2, WINDSWEPT HEIGHTS
R921900080
1S1E08DD 01900
3426

Neighborhood:

Southwest Hills Residential League, contact Nancy Seton at 503-2243840.
None
Southwest Neighborhoods Inc., contact Sylvia Bogert at 503-823-4592.

Business District:
District Coalition:
Plan District:
Other Designations:

None

Zoning:

R10s (Single Dwelling Residential 10,000; Scenic Resource Zone)

Case Type:
Procedure:

AD (Adjustment)
Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Adjustment
Committee.
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Proposal:
The applicant proposes to construct a new single dwelling home with an attached garage on the
lot. SW Fairmount Boulevard is designated as a Scenic Corridor in the Scenic Resources
Protection Plan. Section 33.480.040.B.2 and Table 480-1 of the Portland City Code require a 20
foot setback from the street lot line on Scenic Corridors like SW Fairmount. The applicant
requests an Adjustment to allow the proposed garage to extend 13 feet into the required 20 foot
Scenic Corridor setback.

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The site is a 10,516 square foot lot located between SW Fairmount
Boulevard and SW Melville Avenue. The lot slopes steeply with greater than 20% slopes from
Fairmount down to Melville. The lot is currently vacant and forested with mostly native
Douglas Firs, Red Alders and Big Leaf Maples. The lot fronts for 94.55 feet on a curved section
of SW Fairmount such that its east side lot line, at 141.45 feet is longer than its west side lot
line at 112.49 feet. Lots in the vicinity of the site are mostly zone R10, like the site, or R7, a
zoning designation that allows smaller lot sizes. Also, like the subject lot, all the lots fronting
SW Fairmount in the vicinity also have the ‘s’ Scenic Resource overlay zoning designation.
Most of these lots are steeply sloped, and developed with single family dwellings facing SW
Fairmount, including several with portions of the house or garage built within the 20 foot
scenic setback.
Zoning: The site is located in a Single-Dwelling Residential 10,000 (R10) zone. A Scenic
Resource (“s”) overlay zone is mapped across the northern three-quarters of the site, with an
Environmental Conservation (“c”) overlay zone mapped over the southerly one-quarter of the
site.
The R10 zone is intended to preserve land for housing and to provide housing opportunities for
individual households. The zones implement the comprehensive plan policies and designations
for single-dwelling housing. The development standards of the Single-Dwelling zones work
together to promote desirable residential areas by addressing aesthetically pleasing
environments, safety, privacy, energy conservation, and recreational opportunities.
The Scenic Resource overlay zone is intended to:
•
•
•
•
•

Protect Portland's significant scenic resources as identified in the Scenic Resources
Protection Plan;
Enhance the appearance of Portland to make it a better place to live and work;
Create attractive entrance ways to Portland and its districts;
Improve Portland's economic vitality by enhancing the City's attractiveness to its citizens
and to visitors; and
Implement the scenic resource policies and objectives of Portland's Comprehensive Plan.

Land Use History: City records indicate the following previous land use request that included
this site:
•

CU -37-67 Denial of a 24 unit condominium project on a 6.25 acre property that
included this site.

Agency Review: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed April 24, 2017. The
following Bureaus have responded with no issues or concerns:
•
•
•
•
•

Bureau of Environmental Services (Exhibit E.1)
Bureau of Transportation (Exhibit E.2)
Water Bureau (Exhibit E.3)
Fire Bureau (Exhibit E.4)
Site Development Section of BDS (Exhibit E.5)
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• Life Safety Division of BDS (Exhibit E.6)
Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on April 24,
2017. A total of 8 written responses have been received from notified property owners in
response to the proposal. Two emails were submitted in support of the proposal. Six emails
were submitted in opposition to the proposal. Hard copies of 2 of these emails were also mailed
in as written testimony. The two emails in support of the proposal were submitted by the
owner of a nearby vacant lot, who also indicates he is the designer of the adjacent residence at
3232 SW Fairmount and a nearby residence at 3238 SW Fairmount, and also asserts that
Adjustments were obtained for the front yard of both those residences. The emails in
opposition object to approval based on the following:
• There appears to be ample space on the lot to build a house within the required zoning
parameters. Staff Response: The Adjustment process is a vehicle available to propose
alternatives to zoning parameters if it can be shown the approval criteria are met. The
evaluation of the Adjustment must be based on whether the approval criteria are met, not
whether alternatives that do meet zoning standards exist.
• The proposed house could be moved out of the scenic setback. Moving the house back
would also reduce the height of the house as viewed from Fairmount Boulevard, which
would less impact views from Fairmount Boulevard. Staff Response: The applicant is
seeking an Adjustment to the 20 foot Scenic Corridor Setback. The applicant is not
seeking an Adjustment to the height standards. The proposed house will be required to
meet the height standards for steeply sloped lots in the R10 zone during building permit
review. Based on the exhibits provided with this application, the proposed design of the
house appears to comply with the maximum height requirements.
• It seems a miscarriage of intent to allow Adjustments for single family dwellings to
intrude into the Scenic Corridor Setback. It would seem to be easier to justify an
Adjustment for a library or other institution that serves the public good. Staff
Response: The Adjustment process is a vehicle available to propose alternatives to zoning
development standards if it can be shown the approval criteria are met. The Adjustment
process is a vehicle to any uses allowed within the R10s zone to alter development
standards. Adjustments to the Scenic Corridor Setback requirements have been applied
for and approved and denied for many single family dwellings located in the R10s zone
along SW Fairmount Blvd.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the Adjustment Review approval
criteria of Section 33.805.040.A-F.
A. Granting the adjustment will equally or better meet the purpose of the regulation to be
modified; and
Findings:
The site is located along a Scenic Corridor, identified in the Scenic Views, Sites and
Drives Inventory as the SW Fairmount Boulevard Loop (SD 30-03). As stated in Section
33.480.040.B.1 of the Portland Zoning Code, the purpose for the Scenic Corridor
designation is as follows:
The scenic corridor designation is intended to preserve and enhance the scenic
character along corridors, and where possible, scenic vistas from corridors. This is
accomplished by limiting the length of buildings, preserving existing trees,
providing additional landscaping, preventing development in side setbacks,
screening mechanical equipment, and restricting signs.
The described characteristics of the SW Fairmount Boulevard Loop, as identified in the
Scenic Views, Site and Drives Inventory, are as follows:
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The Fairmount Boulevard Drive is an approximately 3.4 mile loop that encircles
Council Crest Park and loops to the southeast through a wooded residential area.
The drive is attractive travelling in either direction and is popular with bicyclists,
walkers, and joggers, as well as motorists. Parking on the shoulder is very limited
due to the street’s narrowness. Views of the City and Mt. Hood are afforded
between houses and through wooded areas looking to the southeast. Views of
development to the southwest can be glimpsed through the trees on the western
portion of the drive. Mt. St. Helens is visible at the northern portion of the drive at
a turnout inventoried as VP 30-07.
The requested Adjustment to reduce the depth of the Scenic Resource overlay, and place
the proposed garage with seven feet of the front lot line is consistent with the stated
intent of the Scenic Corridor designation. The request will result in a development
proposal that equally preserves the character of the SW Fairmount Boulevard Loop.
This finding is based on the following factors:
•

While the Scenic Resource overlay setback will be reduced from 20 feet to seven feet
(as measured from the site’s front lot line), the front of the single story
garage is 16 to 19 feet south of the edge of the paved roadway along SW Fairmount
Boulevard. This results in the taller and wider bulk of the proposed house being 37
to 40 feet house back from the edge of the paved roadway. This distance maintains
a substantial distance between the proposed development and those who are
walking, cycling or driving along SW Fairmount Boulevard.

•

The purpose for the Scenic Resource overlay setback is to allow space for the
planting and preservation of trees that will meet the L1 landscape standard (i.e., the
equivalent of one large tree for every 30 feet, or one medium tree for every 22 feet, or
15 feet for one small tree, of site frontage along the street). For the subject site, this
standard requires a total of 5 medium trees along the site’s street frontage. This
number of trees will still be required along the site’s frontage, even with the
Adjustment. The L1 landscape standards allows existing trees that are preserved to
be used to meet the standard. Each existing tree that is at least 1.5 inches wide
and up to 6 inches wide counts as one small tree. For trees that are greater than 6
inches wide, each increment of 6 inches counts for one medium tree. For example,
preserving, an 18 inch tree counts for 3 medium trees. The applicant’s landscape
plan indicates that all the existing trees within the 20-foot scenic setback will be
preserved, and the applicant has provided an arborist report that provides evidence
that all of these trees can be preserved during construction. These existing trees
include three existing medium trees, an 18” Big Leaf Maple, a 14” Big Leaf Maple,
and a 5” Red Alder. Together, these three trees account for 5 medium trees and 1
small tree, which is enough to meet the L1 landscape requirement for trees.
Additionally, mature trees are located in the public right-of-way, between the front
lot line and the paved roadway. Trees in the right-of-way are regulated by Title 11,
and any changes to these trees requires review and permit from the City Forester,
with mitigation in the form of tree replacement. With the trees in the adjacent
public right-of-way, as well as the trees to be preserved within the remaining
setback on the subject site, the desired tree canopy along the Scenic Corridor will
still be achieved.
The applicant’s landscape plan also indicates that all but two existing trees outside
the 20 foot scenic corridor setback will be preserved. The two trees that would be
removed include an English Holly, which is designated as a nuisance species, and a
Red Alder the arborist has determine to be dead. Of the remaining trees, two
significant trees are located just outside the scenic setback and contribute to the
scenic value of the site. These trees include a 30 inch Douglas Fir, and a 37 inch
Oregon White Oak located outside of the 20 foot scenic corridor setback. Because of
the contribution these trees make to the scenic resource, there preservation should
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be required as condition of approval. If these tree requires removal at a future date
because it is diseased or poses an immediate danger, as determined by the City
Forester or an arborist, the tree must be replaced by a tree listed in the Scenic
Resources Protection Plan. Similar to the standards applying to trees replaced within
the Scenic Resource setback (33.480.040.B.2.h), the replacement tree will be
required to have a minimum height of five feet at planting, and be planted in the
same location or within the 20 foot Scenic Resource setback.
•

The proposed deep side yards also contribute to the intent of the Scenic Corridor. While
the R10 zone requires side setback of only 10 feet, with the exception of an uncovered
deck on the west side of the house at approximately the same grade as the street level,
the house will be set back from 13 feet to 32 on the west side and 13 feet to 20 feet on
the east. Additionally, the footprint of the house is oriented on the lot to match the
grade of the slope so that views from the street will remain along the side of the house.
These setbacks provide an open area in which landscaping can grow, as well as allowing
views through to the rear of the site and beyond.

Based on these findings and with the recommended condition, this criterion is met.
B.

If in a residential zone, the proposal will not significantly detract from the livability or
appearance of the residential area, or if in an OS, C, E, or I zone, the proposal will be
consistent with the classifications of the adjacent streets and the desired character of
the area; and
Finding: The requested Adjustment will not significantly detract from the livability or
appearance of the surrounding residential area. As indicated above in response to
Approval Criterion A, the reduced setback will still allow for the preservation of existing
trees in the number required, which will contribute to the tree-lined character of SW
Fairmount Boulevard. A condition of approval will require the preservation of a
additional trees that are beyond the required 20 foot Scenic Resource setback, which
will further contribute to the desired character along this Scenic Corridor.
Reduced front setbacks, several at distances less than that proposed by the applicants,
are found for existing homes on the downhill side of this portion of SW Fairmount
Boulevard. These include the existing house west of the proposed location of this
house. As such, the reduced setback will not be inconsistent with those already
established by existing homes in the immediate vicinity.
Based on these findings, this criterion is met.

C.

If more than one adjustment is being requested, the cumulative effect of the
adjustments results in a project which is still consistent with the overall purpose of the
zone; and
Findings: Only one Adjustment is requested. This criterion is not applicable.

D. City-designated scenic resources and historic resources are preserved; and
Findings: As previously mentioned, the site is located within a designated scenic
corridor, known as the SW Fairmount Boulevard Loop. The corridor is described in the
Scenic Views, Sites and Drives Inventory as a 3.4 mile loop that encircles Council Crest
Park and loops to the southeast through a wooded residential area. The drive is attractive
travelling in either direction and is popular with bicyclists, walkers, and joggers, as well as
motorists. Parking on the shoulder is very limited due to the street’s narrowness. Views
of the City and Mt. Hood are afforded between houses and through wooded areas looking
to the southeast. Views of development to the southwest can be glimpsed through the
trees on the western portion of the drive. Mt. St. Helens is visible at the northern portion of
the drive at a turnout inventoried as VP 30-07.
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The proposal will not adversely impact any identified resources along this Scenic
Corridor. The principal resource along this portion of the corridor is largely the treelined canopy along both sides of SW Fairmount Boulevard. As described below, the
reduced depth of the Scenic Resource setback will preserve opportunities to provide a
tree-lined canopy along the site’s frontage.
Although the garage will be set back seven feet from the front lot line, it will be close to
20 feet from the edge of the paved roadway. Trees, in the number required by the
Scenic Corridor regulations, will be preserved within the front setback area.
Additionally, mature Douglas Fir and Oregon White Oak trees with canopies that
contribute to the tree-lined character of the Scenic Corridor, will be preserved. In
combination, these trees will ensure that the site’s frontage will contribute to the overall
tree canopy along this street.
Based on these findings, this criterion is met.
E. Any impacts resulting from the adjustment are mitigated to the extent practical; and
Findings: No impacts resulting from the adjustment have been identified. This
criterion is no applicable.
F. If in an environmental zone, the proposal has as few significant detrimental
environmental impacts on the resource and resource values as is practicable;
Findings: No parts of the site are located within an environmental zone. This criterion
is not applicable.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The applicant has demonstrated that the applicable criteria have been met for the requested
Adjustment. Trees in the amount required by the Scenic Resource overlay regulations will be
preserved within 20 feet of the front lot line. Additionally, several large trees will be preserved
within the applicant’s lot boundaries. Because the proposed 7 foot depth of the Scenic
Resource overlay garage setback is comparable to those of existing houses along the downhill
side of SW Fairmount Boulevard, the request will be consistent with the appearance of the
immediate residential neighborhood.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of Adjustment to reduce the depth of the Scenic Resource street setback
(33.480.040.B.2.a) from 20 feet to seven feet as measured from the front line, per the approved
site plan and drawings, Exhibits C.1 through C.13, all, signed and dated June 7, 2014, and
subject to the following conditions:
A. As part of the building permit application submittal, the following development-related
condition must be noted on each of the four required site plans or included as a sheet in
the numbered set of plans. The sheet on which this information appears must be labeled
"ZONING COMPLIANCE PAGE - Case File LU 17-108673 AD." All requirements must be
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graphically represented on the site plan and landscape plan, and must be labeled
"REQUIRED."
B. The 30 inch Douglas Fir tree located in the west side yard and the 37 inch Oregon White
Oak located in the east side yard, as identified on Exhibit C2, shall be preserved. If either
of these trees requires removal at a future date because they are diseased or pose an
immediate danger, the tree must be replaced by a tree planted in the same area, and having
a minimum height of five feet at planting.
Op
Staff Planner: Rodney Jennings
Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on June 7, 2017.
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: June 9, 2017
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may be
required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on January
31, 2017, and was determined to be complete on April 17, 2017.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore, this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on January 31, 2017.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant did not waive or
extend the 120-day review period. Unless further extended by the applicant, the 120 days will
expire on: August 15, 2017.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Adjustment Committee, which
will hold a public hearing. Appeals must be filed by 4:30 PM on June 23, 2017 at 1900 SW
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Fourth Ave. Appeals can be filed at the 5th floor reception desk of 1900 SW 4th Avenue Monday
through Friday between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm. An appeal fee of $250 will be charged. The
appeal fee will be refunded if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for ONI recognized
organizations appealing a land use decision for property within the organization’s boundaries.
The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws. Assistance in filing
the appeal and information on fee waivers is available from BDS in the Development Services
Center. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only. Please
call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503-823-7617,
to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone. Copies of all
information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services. Additional
information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning
Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Adjustment Committee is
final; any further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within
21 days of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact
LUBA at 775 Summer St NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283, or phone 1-503-373-1265
for further information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on that
issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Adjustment
Committee an opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that
issue.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision will be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder.
•

Unless appealed, the final decision will be recorded after June 26, 2017 by the Bureau of
Development Services.

The applicant, builder, or a representative does not need to record the final decision with the
Multnomah County Recorder.
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:
•
•
•

All conditions imposed herein;
All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
All requirements of the building code; and
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All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Statements
1. Original narrative, received January 31, 2017
2. Supplemental narrative, including Arborist’s Report, received March 16, 2017
3. Supplemental narrative, received April 14, 2017
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Site Plan (attached)
2. Landscape Plan (attached)
3. Street Views from West (attached)
4. Street View at Entry (attached)
5. Street View from East (attached)
6. North Elevation (attached)
7. East Elevation (attached)
8. South Elevation (attached)
9. West Elevation (attached)
10. Large Scalable Site Plan
11. Large Scalable Landscape Plan
12. Large Scalable Elevations
13. Large Street View
D. Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
E. Agency Responses:
1. Bureau of Environmental Services
2. Bureau of Transportation
3. Water Bureau
4. Fire Bureau
5. Site Development Review Section of BDS
6. Life Safety Section of BDS
F. Correspondence:
1. Robert Evenson, May 1, 2017
2. Mimi Denes, May 3, 2017
3. Alec Denes, May 3, 2017
4. Mimi Denes, May 4, 2017
5. Mimi Denes, May 6, 2017
6. Robert Evenson, May 7, 2017
7. Mimi Denson, May 8, 2017
8. Jeannie Juster, May 8, 2017
9. Mimi Denes, May 8, 2017
G. Other:
1. Original LU Application and Receipt
2. Incomplete Letter.
The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).

